Conventional object-oriented database (OODB) systems follow a class-based approach to model real world entities and their relationships, which imposes several difficulties when more advanced "dynamic functions" are needed by the applications. One of such dynamic functions is conceptual clustering --the ability to dynamically group a set of existing objects together as a higher-level abstract object (called a "cluster"). The conceptual clustering model (CCM) that we have defined is an extension to current object-oriented models, which facilitates the modeling of dynamic, evolving, and/or ad hoc object clusters through a well-devised clustering mechanism that incorporates "roles". This paper presents the advanced features of CCM, along with its associated query language facilities devised for supporting general definition and access of clusters (and roles). An experimental prototype of the CCM has been constructed on top of a persistent object storage manager, running on a Sun4 workstation.
Introduction
Object modeling and object-oriented technologies are having a major impact on the development of advanced database systems for emerging/next-generation applications, such as office information systems (OIS), design engineering databases (for CAD/CAM and VLSI), geographic information systems (GIS), and decision support systems (DSS) [Kim89, Gupta91, DKSME94] . In a conventional OODBMS model and system, the conceptual structure (schema) is embodied by a collection of abstract data types (classes) which, when defined, are organized into an ISA inheritance hierarchy. A class thus prescribes both structural and behavioral properties (attributes and methods) for its objects. Such a "classification-based" approach, however, falls short of supporting those applications involving objects and inter-object relationships that are by nature tentative, irregular, illstructured, evolving, or simply unpredictable. As exemplified by GIS and DSS applications [LiPS91, Li92] , new (composite) objects may arise dynamically as "clusters" of existing ones in some ad hoc fashion. In the processes of interest, the objects evolve and undertake numerous periodic or ephemeral roles within the clusters. Unfortunately, current object-oriented technologies, particularly object-oriented database management systems (OODBMSs), do not provide adequate facilities to model and support such application dynamics: while it is in theory possible to introduce new classes to accommodate such new types of objects, it is infeasible as this may result in many ad hoc classes with a small number of objects, and may frequently incur expensive structural evolution changes as these objects are highly dynamic and evolving. Extensions to OODBMS models are therefore needed in order to accommodate such advanced applications effectively.
In [Li92] , we have proposed such a basic conceptual clustering model (CCM) with a taxonomy of 12 kinds of clusters (see Table 1 in Section 2); necessary cluster operators at the base level which facilitate cluster creation, deletion, modification, and retrieval have also been defined, and a "proof-of-concept" prototype of CCM was developed on top of a persistent object storage manager [Li93] . While these primitive CCM facilities provide basic means for accommodating the application dynamics imposed on the OODBMS, they are not intended nor suitable for end-users to directly use. To support general definitions and manipulations of clusters and their associated features (such as roles), higher-level language (preferably declarative) facilities are desired to be incorporated into the system. Such high level language facilities are particularly useful and important to those advanced applications requiring advanced yet efficient query capabilities [Fung95b] . This paper presents the versatile modeling features of CCM, along with the associated high-level query language facilities devised for supporting general definition and access of clusters (and roles). It is organized as follows. In section 2 we present several key aspects of CCM in terms of its basic constructs and associated role facilities; we also examine different kinds of hierarchies in an OODB extended with clusters, and discuss various possible combinations and their "legality" in practice. In section 3 we describe the query language facilities that are associated with CCM; in doing so, we provide necessary examples and show how these introduced language facilities can be used for various purposes. These query language facilities are currently being incorporated into a new endeavor of an experimental prototyping system. In section 4 we examine some of the related work in extended object modeling and object query languages. Finally, conclusions and further research directions are given in section 5.
Basics of the Conceptual Clustering Model

Motivations and Key Features
Motivations
The underlying motivations for advocating a dynamic mechanism to facilitate conceptual clustering of objects can be highlighted and best described through some realworld examples. In this article, we primarily consider the applications in a banking company database environment, although other application environments are also relevant and applicable (see, e.g., [LiPS91, Li92] This database schema takes care of accommodating the daily routine banking applications, which are quite regular and stable. On the other hand, due to the highly competitiveness of banking business, new events and services (possibly involving new technologies) may have to be introduced from time to time in order to improve the productivity and competitiveness. For example, the bank may want to provide telebanking service to their customers, and for that purpose, an ad hoc committee (say, Telebanking Project Committee) needs to be formed in order to get the service ready. Also, to promote this new service, the bank may later want to launch a seminar (say, Telebanking Seminar), to introduce and explain the service to their customers. When the function/seminar is completed, the participating members involved in the committee/seminar are dissolved, and they resume/return to their regular duties/posts.
In order to accommodate such dynamic application requirements, yet at the same time to maintain the stability of the database schema (e.g., we do not want to change the database schema each time when there are some temporary committees to be formed or dissolved), conceptual clusters are therefore introduced to serve as complementary means (to conventional classes) in handling such irregular, temporary, and/or evolving objects and their relationships.
Basic Concepts
Specifically, the notion of a cluster corresponds to a dynamic collection/grouping of existing objects in the database, within which each object is assigned to one or more roles that may imply some behavioral interactions and constraints [Li92] . More precisely, a cluster C t is a dynamic object which is a triple of the form:
where A is a set of cluster attributes (i.e., attributes applicable to the cluster itself), F a set of cluster functions, and X a set of the role-players associations (called "extent"):
., <R n : S n >}
Here R i is a role, and S i is a set of objects that play the role within the cluster (hence, these objects are called the "players" of the role, and at the same time they are also the "constituents'' of the cluster C t ). A role R i is a "virtual-class'' object itself, which can be described as of the triple form:
where A p is a set of player attributes (i.e., attributes applicable to the objects/players), M p a set of player methods, and R p the set of player rules. After the role is added to a cluster an extent is attached to it implicitly, which consists of those objects that are included into it as players (which may be of homogeneous or heterogeneous types); these objects thus also become constituents of the cluster. Note that an object may play multiple roles within a cluster, and a role can be played by multiple objects which may be "heterogeneous'' (i.e., of different types/classes).
With respect to the above banking database application, a cluster called TelebankingSeminar can, for example, be formed as shown in Figure 2 , in which the cluster Depending on the three perspectives of
• certainty/uncertainty, and 
Role Type Facilities
An important ingredient of our conceptual clustering model is the role mechanism. In particular, roles on one hand act as effective "threads" that tie objects together in forming clusters, and on the other hand provide dynamic "windows" that support multiple-perspective modeling of database objects. From definition point of view, roles are also virtual classes in the sense that a role type can define necessary attributes, methods, and perhaps other roles for its role instances, but it does not create/delete any object of any class.
Further, role types can also form ISA hierarchy as well as RoleOf hierarchy (by means of the RoleOf links). The former is useful when a new type is to be defined based on existing ones, and the latter (also called "role hierarchy" for simplicity) is useful for modeling multifaceted objects. Thus, in our model, an occurrence of a real-world entity is represented by an instance of the root and instances of some role types that the entity is playing. Every instance of a role type only stores values of instance variables defined in that role, these definitions of instance variables are not inherited between role types in the role hierarchies. In the role hierarchy, the "super" types are connected with the "sub" types via a RoleOf link. Unlike conventional class hierarchies, role hierarchies apply specialization and inheritance at the instance level rather than at the role type level. This is more appropriate when objects change their type dynamically. The main difference with respect to the class hierarchy is that a "sub" type in a role hierarchy does not inherit the definitions of instance variable, role and method from its "super" type, but leaves that to individual role instance.
Intersecting Roles
A role type defines as intersecting role if that role can be shared among class and/or cluster objects. The main purpose of intersecting roles is thus, to facilitate the sharing of role behaviors/characteristics (by providing the "linkage") between class and cluster objects.
There are two cases of intersecting roles, as illustrated by figures 6 and 7, respectively.
On the left hand side of figure 6, it shows a schema, in which one link is RoleOf link and the other link is MemberRoleOf link. Role3 is played by object from Class1 and is contained inside any cluster instance of Cluster2. The right hand side of the same figure shows that the role Speaker is played by an object of class Manager, and the same role Speaker is also one of the member roles contained in the Seminar cluster. This means that the role characteristics of Speaker3 are shared by both Manager1 (an object) and Seminar2 (a cluster). This example illustrates one of the most interesting aspects of intersecting roles in that not only the role characteristics can be shared, but also the role instance can be at the same time played by a class instance and be contained as member role in a cluster instance. The second case is illustrated in figure 7 , where on the left hand side it shows a schema having two RoleOf links. Role4 is played by heterogeneous class objects from both Class1 and Class2. The right hand side of the same figure illustrates that the role characteristics of 
OQL/race --Associated Query Language Facilities
In this section, we describe a set of associated query language facilities of our conceptual clustering model (CCM). This set of querying facilities (collectively called Object Query Language with role and cluster extensions (OQL/race)) supports declarative definitions and manipulations of objects, roles and clusters.
An Example Schema of a Real-world Application
Before we start the description of various OQL/race facilities, we introduce an example CCM schema (along with an example occurrence) of a real-world banking application, as a necessary "context" for subsequent discussions. This real-world example is to illustrate the use of inheritance hierarchy through ISA links, class/role hierarchy through 
Object Definition and Manipulation Facilities
OQL/race is an object-oriented extension of SQL coupled with advanced cluster and role facilities. In this subsection, we describe the first part of facilities that support definitions and manipulations of various types of objects in CCM. First, we introduce some conventions.
Conventions:
• all capital letters --reserved word in OQL, e.g., CREATE, SELECT • strings starting with capital letter, then lower case letters or "_" --class/cluster/role type names, e.g., Person, Office_worker • all lower case letters --instance variable names (e.g., dob) or method name (e.g., check_venue)
• strings starting with "_", followed by either capital or lower case letters --class/cluster/role instance identifiers, e.g., _ClientDavid. (This is similar to the OID in conventional object-oriented systems.)
• all OQL statements end with a ";"
On Defining Objects of Various Types
We start with OQL/race facilities for defining objects of various types with respect to the example schema of figure 8. To highlight the features, we restrict ourselves to the main functions and leave many detailed syntax specifications out. (The complete BNF specifications of OQL/race are given in [Fung95a] .)
Class Definition: The way to define an object class follows from the conventional OODB approach. For example, to define the class Client of figure 8, the following OQL/race statement will do. We use the notation of "X->Y" to denote the method Y defined in type X. Inside the double quotation marks, we provide the system filename of the object code of the implementation of the method. It can be in C++, C or even in assembly language, as long as it conforms to the method invocation protocol. In fact all cluster, class and role types can define their own methods (though for simplicity here some type definitions may not have any method defined).
DEFINE CLASS
The MEMBER ROLES clause declares the member roles of a cluster. The CARDINALITY clause declares the mapping cardinality between the cluster and the member role. ONE_TO_ONE means that it is a one to one mapping (e.g., one seminar can have only one host). ONE_TO_MANY means that it is a one to many mapping (e.g. one seminar can have many guests).
The RETENTION clause declares the retention mode of the member roles.
MANDATORY means that if the cluster instance is deleted, those member roles with
MANDATORY retention mode are cascadingly deleted. OPTIONAL retention mode means that member roles are not cascadingly deleted.
Role Definition: The way to define a role type is also similar to that of a class, except that role types are also dynamically specified. The following OQL/race statement creates a new role called Speaker (c.f. figure 8).
CREATE ROLE Speaker ROLE OF Client OR Manager MEMBER ROLE OF Seminar ( INSTANCE VARIABLES ( topic CHAR(40)) CONSTRAINTS OF APPLICABLE CLASSES [Person] APPLICABLE CLUS TERS [Seminar]);
Note that because a role is evolving and/or temporary in nature, the class hierarchy designer may not know beforehand what role an object from the class will play, so the role definition is not encapsulated inside the class definition (unlike the case in cluster definition).
In the above definition, the ROLE OF clause forms an initial simple role hierarchy between a class type and the role type, the MEMBER ROLE OF clause also forms an initial simple role hierarchy between a cluster type and the role type. Furthermore, the combined usage of both ROLE OF and MEMBER ROLE OF clauses indicates that the role is an intersecting role. Also note that a role can be played by heterogeneous class objects, for example, the role Speaker as defined above can be played by entities of either Client or Manager (i.e., by heterogeneous entities).
The CONSTRAINTS OF APPLICABLE CLASSES/CLUSTERS clauses are used to further restrict the role's player domain types (viz, class or cluster types). In this example, we restrict that only objects from Person class (and its sub-classes) can play the role Speaker, and only cluster instances of type Seminar can contain this role. If the CONSTRAINTS clause is
omitted then it means there is no restriction on where the role may evolve later on.
While roles can be linked/attached to both classes and clusters, there are some subtle differences. In particular, in the case of a class, the CARDINALITY for role can be regarded as always ONE_TO_MANY and the RETENTION for roles is always MANDATORY. This is because the role instances are always dependent upon the corresponding class instances' existence. On the contrary, in the case of clusters the RETENTION mode for member roles can be OPTIONAL or MANDATORY, and it is up to the designer when considering the realworld situation. Another difference lies in the fact that a cluster definition must have the MEMBER ROLES clause (but not for a class). This is because clusters are conceptually "derived" objects composed of member roles, whereas classes are not.
Note that a role definition can also have the METHOD clause (as mentioned before) and the SPECIALIZE clause, the latter can be used to model the super-role/sub-role (ISA)
relationship. (More discussion on this aspect is in [Fung95a] .)
Inserting objects of different types OQL/race also includes facilities to allow objects of various types to be inserted into the database. Here we present one example for each case; more examples with respect to figure 8 are described in the [Fung95a] .
(i) Inserting an object into a class and obtaining the object identifier: 
Role evolution/migration to cater for ad hoc situations
Versatile Query Facilities
We now describe the second part of OQL/race which provides various querying facilities in the context of CCM. Where possible, examples are provided for expository purpose.
Property Access and Type Variable
In OQL/race , "X.Y" means to access the value of instance variable Y: it returns the set of values of the instance variable Y defined in type X. Here, X can be of any class/cluster/role type. For example, "Client.company_name" returns the set of values of the instance variable company_name of all Client objects. X can also be an object identifier. For example, "_ClientDavid.company_name" returns the value of the instance variable company_name of the object identified by the identifier _ClientDavid. Similarly X can be a cluster/role type or one of their instance identifiers.
Type variable
The type variable is similar to the tuple variable in relational databases. A type variable always starts with a "~" then followed by capital letters (e.g. "~X"). The type variable stands for an unknown class/cluster/role type name ("~X" is also called a wild card, or "don't care" type name). Depending on the context, the database system may or may not able to figure out the unknown class/cluster/role type name. In the latter (negative) case, "~X" effects an empty type.
Traversing between Different Kinds of Constructs
OQL/race offers several "link" operators for accessing the classes, clusters, and/or roles in some "associated" manner. These are useful when traversing from one class/cluster/role type to another class/cluster/role type becomes necessary or significant.
There are two groups of such link operators, as described below.
<1> RoleOf link
• "X:Y" returns the set of role instances (of role type Y) played by X. X can be a class, a role type or one of the instance identifiers. For example, "Client :Guest" returns the set of Guest role instances played by all Client objects. Note that X can also be a wild card (e.g., denoted by ~X), in which case it can be any class or role type, but not an instance. Consider an example: "Find the seat number of guest David":
SELECT seat_no FROM ~X :Guest WHERE ~X.name = "David";
Here, we use the ":" operator to access the role Guest of some class/role type, though we don't know exactly who David is.
• Inversely, "Y!X" returns the set of instances (of type X) that play the role Y. Here, X can be a class, a role type, or simply a wild card. For example, "Guest!Client" returns the set of Client objects that play the role Guest. In case X is a wild card (e.g., ~X), "Y!~X" will return any class or role type in which the role Y is involved.
<2> MemberRoleOf link
• "X$Y" returns the set of member role instances (of role type Y) that are contained in the cluster X. Here, X must be of a cluster type, or a wild card that can match any cluster type. Here, we use the "$" to access the member role Guest of the cluster type Seminar. If in the above example we replace Seminar by ~X, then the query becomes of listing all seat numbers of all guests in any cluster that contains the role Guest, and has name called "Telebanking".
• Inversely, "Y#X" returns the set of cluster instances (of type X) that contain the member role Y. Again, X needs to be a cluster type, or a wild card that can match any cluster type. For example, "Speaker#Seminar" returns the set of Seminar cluster instances that contain the member role Speaker, whereas "Helper#~X" will return any type of cluster instances that contain the member role Helper. In this example, the "~X" in "Seminar$~X !~Y" refers to any member role type contained in the Seminar cluster. With respect to figure 8, "~X" can be any member role type contained in the Telebanking seminar cluster instance, i.e., Host, Speaker, Guest and Helper. The "~Y" similarly can be any class type that has some roles in the Seminar cluster. With respect to figure 8, "~Y" can be any class type that is related with the Seminar cluster instance (i.e., Client, Manager, Programmer or Clerk) via some intersecting roles.
Queries with Complex Role Chains
Meta-level Querying Facilities
Besides the various querying facilities at object instance level, OQL/race also supports the capabilities to query CCM data at meta-level. In general, the schema of a CCM database consists of a collection of class, cluster and role type definitions. A system catalog is maintained to store the information about these definitions. Some invariant information about each type definition includes:
• TYPE_NAME --it stores the name of that type.
• CATEGORY --it represents the category of that type, possible values: CLASS, CLUSTER or ROLE.
• SET_OF_INSTANCE_VARIABLES --it is a collection of all instance variables defined in that type, the definition is consisted of pairs of variable name and variable type.
• SET_OF_METHODS --it is a collection of all methods defined in that type, the definition is consisted of pairs of method name, parameter list and return type.
Depending on the CATEGORY value, the type definition may further have other components as shown in Table 2 . All such "meta-data" information is maintained in the catalog, which allows various kinds of meta-level queries to be accommodated with the help of a meta-level operator, namely the "^" operator which is used specifically for accessing the meta-data. There are primarily 4 kinds of such meta-level queries, as described immediately below. 
(1) get all roles played by an object. E.g.: Retrieve all role type names played by manager Mark.
SELECT TYPE_NAME FROM Manager^SET_OF_ROLES WHERE Manager.name = "Mark";
In this query, the meta-level operator "^" in "Manager^SET_OF_ROLES" accesses the meta-data defined in the class Manager, namely the SET_OF_ROLES, which causes the set of all roles played by the manager Mark to be returned.
(2) get all objects playing a role. E.g.: Get all object OIDs playing the role of Speaker.
SELECT OBJ_IDENTIFIER FROM Speaker;
In this query, the reserved word OBJ_IDENTIFIER is a meta-data, which can be used to obtain a set of Oids from the domain specified by the FROM clause, in this case set of Oids playing the role Speaker.
(3) get all roles that a cluster or class is involved in. E.g.: Get all role type names applicable to the class Client.
SELECT TYPE_NAME FROM Client^SET_OF_ROLES;
In this query, we use the "Client^SET_OF_ROLES" to access the meta-data (SET_OF_ROLES) defined in the class Client. The absence of WHERE clause indicates that we are interested in the set of roles applicable to the whole Client class, not a particular object of the class.
(4) get all clusters/classes/roles that a role is involved in. E.g.: Get all clusters' names that the role Speaker is involved in.
SELECT TYPE_NAME FROM Speaker^SET_OF_OWNER_CLUSTERS;
In this query, the meta-data "Speaker^SET_OF_OWNER_CLUSTERS" is used to access the clusters in which the role Speaker is contained. Similarly, if we use the meta-data "SET_OF_PLAYER_CLASSES" or "SET_OF_PLAYER_ROLES", we get the player classes and player roles, respectively.
Related Works
To better understand the strength and weakness of our work vis-a-vis others, we examine in this section several existing works that are relevant to our research. The comparison with such related works are grouped into two categories: the first concerns the work on extended object modeling and advanced object-oriented facilities, and in the second category, our focus is on representative object query languages supported by influential object-oriented database systems.
Related Works on Advanced Object Modeling Facilities
The work on conceptual clustering support described in this paper falls into the general category of devising dynamic capabilities into an object database system. There has been some extensive research in this category on more conventional topics such as schema evolution [Banerjee87, Penney87, Li91] , object migration [Fishman87, Li94] , and object (updatable)
views [Abiteboul91, Scholl91] . Clearly, our work on conceptual clustering contributes (yet differs from) each of these aspects one way or the other. In particular, our notion of cluster is able to alleviate (if not totally avoid) the problems of schema evolution and object migration, since clusters are flexible constructs that can be dynamically modified structurally and behaviorally, and the associated role facilities naturally address the issue of modeling evolving and multi-faceted objects in an effective manner. With respect to object views, both roles and clusters in our model can be regarded as "enriched" and "multi-level" variants of "views"
[Abiteboul91], since they are essentially derived schemata as well which do not cause objects to be created into, or removed from the database. However, clusters and roles are more flexible than views as they can include-in and exclude-out objects dynamically, and can have behavioral impact on the objects in a more general manner than that of "updatable views" [Scholl91] . More closely, there has been an increasing interest in the OODB research community on extending conventional OODB models by incorporating the (same) notion of "roles" into the models directly, which is of particular interest and relevance to our work described here. To the authors' knowledge, the earliest example was the work by Bachman and Daya [Bachman77] , in which "roles" were defined and used for network data modeling approach. Recently, the concept has been refined and applied to office/semantic modeling [Albano93] allows a role hierarchy be associated to a root class so that an object in the class can play any role belonging to the hierarchy. Finally, the work by Gottlob, Schrefl and Rock
[Gottlob94] also took a combined approach of consolidating the class-based and the prototype-based paradigm. To some extent, this work is also similar to ORM in the sense that roles are rooted at (though not encapsulated into) a class as well, and these roles can be inherited from the class to its subclasses. Different from ORM (but similar to our model), however, the roles attached to a class can form their own "is_a" hierarchy. Another difference is that in their model, the issues of role's state transitions and inter-role constraints have not been considered, whereas they are dealt with in both ORM and our model. Of these related works, some (e.g., [Sciore89, Gottlob94] ) facilitate "bottom-up" design, prototypical for AIrelated database applications, whereas the rest are more suitable for "top-down" design applications. Our approach can be used in both bottom-up and top-down designs, but departs dramatically from all these works by providing one more level of abstraction besides roles, namely clusters which can be regarded, at the application level, as "contexts" through which objects acquire/relinquish roles dynamically.
Related Works on Object Query Languages
While the objectives of a query language are commonly accepted, in the case of objectoriented database systems a wide range of approaches have been taken in an attempt to achieve those objectives. These can be classified into two approaches: (ii) Extending an existing relational database query language. This approach has most often been seen in the context of extending the SQL language with "object-oriented" properties. Examples are the various Object-SQL query languages found from, e.g., Iris [Fishman87] , ORION [Kim90] and ONTOS [Harris91] , and O 2 SQL language from O 2 [Bancilhon92] .
The mainstream of research has been on the second approach, i.e., extending the relational SQL model to the object-oriented database environment. The advantages of extending SQL are mainly due to the following reasons: (i) SQL is simple, declarative and hence easy to use and learn; (ii) SQL is the industry standard in the relational database environment; (iii) through evolving SQL to Object-SQL, the users can perceive (and experience) a smooth transition, rather than some abrupt changes. Our approach also belongs to the second approach, but we have further enhanced the query model with role and cluster types support. Other unique features of our work include the introduction of type variables, and the capability of query at meta-level. The latter is usually rather tedious in conventional object-oriented languages and systems, but we have shown how this can be done uniformly through OQL/race facilities in a concise and declarative manner.
Concluding Remarks
We have described in this paper the key features of a conceptual clustering model (CCM) as well as an associated set of versatile object querying facilities (viz, OQL/race). By offering dynamic and flexible clustering capabilities, CCM extends the conventional OODB models and systems by facilitating the modeling and representation of tentative, evolving, and/or ad hoc object collections (called clusters) and their relationships that may arise dynamically in many data-intensive applications [Li92] . To support general definition and access of clusters (and their associated roles), corresponding high-level querying facilities have also been defined. These querying facilities are currently being incorporated into a successor prototype system of CCM that we have built, which utilizes EOS [Eos94] -a persistent object storage manager from AT&T Bell Lab.
Analysis, testing, and evaluation of the research described in this paper is currently under study. On the query language side, we are currently working on the issues of formalization of the object query model that supports role clusters, and the applicability of utilizing a graphical user interface (GUI) to fully support the various querying facilities and capabilities. On refining the model and prototype of CCM side, we are investigating the application of the model and the system to several real life applications, including computer supported cooperative work, decision support systems and multimedia database applications.
For instance, we are in the stage of applying the newly developed CCM prototype to a video information management system [Lee96] in order to support a wide range of video manipulation activities including semantic indexing, video editing, and content-based retrieval [Li95] . The query facilities described in this paper shall, in particular, provide an advantageous and immediate support for facilitating semantic-based video retrieval. It is conceivable that such application exercises will bring us with further insight to the requirements and thus possible refinement to the CCM model and prototype.
